The ocular following reflex in cats deprived of pattern vision from birth.
An investigation of vertical ocular following reflexes evoked from retinal sites of different horizontal eccentricity was carried out on visually deprived cats. The recording was performed in pretrigeminal preparations where horizontal eye movements are absent. A light slit or a black stick (1 degrees X 4 degrees) were moved with 10 degrees/sec speed for 2 sec along the vertical meridian or parallelly up to 40 degrees in the nasal or temporal hemifield. As in previously described normally reared cats, the following reflexes were evoked from the whole area, but the pursuit movements had longer latency and lower velocity at the periphery than in the center of the retina. However, irrespectively of the place of stimulation, the latency of the pursuit movements was longer, their velocity lower and the course less regular than in normally reared cats. It therefore follows that in visually deprived cats the ocular following reflex is impaired.